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It is well known that perfect foresight maximizing models frequently possess a continuum of
equilibria. In some of these equilibria the price level is explosive even in models in which the
money supply is constant. This paper shows that a sufficient condition to rule out these unstable
paths is given by the assumption that the;e is a smallest non-zero unit of output.

I. Introduction
Rational expectations macroeconomic models frequently possess an embarrassingly large number of equilibria. One of these equilibria is the familiar
neoclassical solution in which t1 e price level grows at the rate of monetary
expansion - but there are others in which the price level is either explosive or
implosive even in models with a constant nominal supply of money. Under
certain conditions it is possible to appeal to transversality conditions in order
to rule out implosive price paths [Brock (1974), Brock and Scheinkman (1980)].
but conditions which have previously been suggested in order to rule out
hyperinflations are excessively restrictive and do not arise naturally as a result
of the technological properties of a monetary economy.’
In contrast, this paper demonstrates that in order to rule out speculative
bubbles it is sufficient that goods come in discrete units. Along an explosive
price path the value of real money balances must fall over time - but the
discrete nature of the economy implies that the value of money will reach zero
in finite time. Since money is held only because of its future value in
transactions, no agent will hold money in period t which is known to be
worthless in period t + 1 and an explosive price path cannot be an equilibrium.
2.
This argument is most easily demonstrated in a version of Samuelson’s
(1958) consumption loan model. Agents live for two periods and have endow*I would like to thank Peter Hewitt for manv stimulating discussions QU this issue and an
anonymous referee who provided the foundation for much of the discussion in section 4.
‘See e g the discussion in Obstfeld and Rogoff (1980) who point out that the conditions used
by Brokk’(;b74,1975,1978) and by Brock and Scheinkman (1980) amount to assuming that agents
would have infinitely negative utility if money did not exist.
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ments +? when young and e1 when old. There is a single perishable
tion good anld (a durable asset, money. In the verson of the model
ldescribe,, agents have (additively sep;lira le utility functions defined
sumption in the two periods. They maximize this function subject to
budget constraiint which is described below:

s.t.

e* - CfQ= M/P,,

e’ - C’,!+1 =

- M/f’,+

consumpwhich we
over cona lifecycle

1.

We assume that there is the same number of agents in each generation and
that the nominal stock of money is constant over time. These assumptions are
convenient but unnecessary to ;he argument. Under the assumption of competitive market clearing, the economy’s budget constraint will be given by

(1)
The first-ord,er conditions to problem P.l imply

Eqs. (1) and (2) may be combined to yield a difference equation in real
money balances, which impLicitly defines the set of equilibrium price sequences. This is given ‘by

u’(eO- mJ/u’( e’ + m~,,~)
= B - yf+l/m19

(3)

where

M,= M/P*.
rider suitab’ie regularity conditions on tu(a), eq. (3) will have at least two
stationary solutions. These are given by
4 ==O forall t,

(4)

uf(eO _. Hi) = /? u‘( e’ + Pn).

(5)

and
l

. (4) is the barter solution (which is ruled out by assumption) and eq. (5)
e n~eoclassicalsolution which possesses the neutrality properties which we
be to monetary models. In addition to these stationary solutions,
exists a continuium of non-stationary solutions in which the value of
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Fig. 1

money is increasing or decreasing over time. To see this, consider fig. 1 which
is drawn for the case of logarithmic utility.
Solutions to the difference equation (3) are depicted by the cur,e f( m,). %
represents the stationary neoclassical solution. Paths in which HQ > r)2 are
characterized by ever increasing real balances (implosive prices) arpd paths in
which m, < FFiare characterized by ever decreasing real balances (hyperinflations). It is clear that implosive paths are, in general, infeasible since eventuall!
they imply m, > e”, and the price level becomes negative. Explosive paths do
not violate any of the assumptions of our model, however, and it must be
concluded that, as the model is formulated, they are suitable candidates for

3.

Ming

les

In the process of formalizing an economic argument it is common to make
ptions which make the analysis o the model more con.venknt but
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which are not dictated by any underlying economic rationale. One such
simplification is the assumption that goods are infinitely divis
us to use the techniques of calculus in characterizing the sol
decision problem. Assumptions of this nature are justified on the grounds of
tractability; homever, in this instance the assumption of divisibility changes the
ualitative nature of the set of ,feasible equilibria in a way which cannot be
stified by appealing to economic intuition.
Consider the following problem which would be faced by an agent in a
world in which commodities were not infinitely di,urisible:
max u(~~)+Pu(C~+,),

CPES

P.2
s.t.

e"-

Cl’= M/P.

e1 -

C:kl = -M,/P,+l.

where
S= (kAlk=O,I,...,e”/A}.
J is the smallest unit of cofnsumption and e” and e’ are the endowments of
the good in the two periods bl:Pthof which must be integer multiples of A. The
consumer must pick a Irt* to solve problem P.2 where k* is the optimal
ntrnber of units to consume in period t.
Suppose we let rnt represent the demand for real balances which arises as a
solution to P.2 and we define ‘an equilibrium price P,* to be a positive number
such that

M/P, ==my( P,*/P,Q

= e” - CF.

(6)

Then rn: will always be an integer multiple of A because the budget
constraint dictatIes that real balances are equal to the number of units of the
endowment which are not consumed. But since the endowment is finite, the set
of feasible equilibrium prices will h%avea Unite number of elements I
This set will ble defined by the rule
P,*EP=

(M,/(eO-k*)Jk*=O,:l,...,e”/A}.

(7)

e may define a competitive elqui riurn (C.E.) to be a sequence (P,*):Z,”
SU
that P** E .P and (6) hoids for
t’. But since the demand for money by
the young must equal the supply of real balances by the old, a C.E. price
ence must support a sequence of real balances which satisfies the following
equation:

(8)

with initial condition

(9)
Eq. (8) has the same stationary solutions which were discussed for the case of a
continuous state space - discreteness does nothing to preclude t
these equilibria. Matter are different, however, when we examin
of the sort of explosive price sequence tha provided a valid solution to the
economy which was described in section 2. t is immediately apparent that an
explosive price sequence cannot be a candidate for equilibrium since along
such a path,
P,: 1 > PI* for all t .

WV

But since P has a finite number of elements there must exist a finite T such
that P,= oo,P,_,
c 00 and I+ = 0, mT_r > 0. But this contradicts the assumption that (rn,]:~~
is optirially chosen since if mT = 0 then utility in
period T - 1 can be increased by setting mT _r = 0.
In the case n which output in divisible we can construct an equilibrium
price sequence iteratively for any initial va!ue PC by solving the difference
equation (8) together with the second initial condition which is provided by eq.
(9). But in the discrete case there is no guarantee that a solution to (8) will exist
for an arbitrary Po*.
Even if we could construct an explosive price sequence
which satisfies (8) for a finite number of periods, that sequence will eventuall?
attain the maximal element P,*
= ooand money will become worthless. But if
money has no value in period T then it can have no value in period T - 1 since
an individual could increase his or her utility be consuming resources rather
than converting them into money which is known to have no ft,rture value. At
that point the solution will violate the assumption of optimrzing behaviour and
so no previous element in the sequence could be supported as a perfect
foresight equilibrium.

The overlapping generations model is by no means the only_ framework
which will generate a demand for money by appealing to the transactions
technolog;y - the Glower cas in advance constraint, for example, has proved
to be at least as useful in theoretical research.’ Clower type models provide a
‘I am indebted to the comments of an anonymous referx who suggested that thi?r wmprtrit\on
might prove fruitful. The cash in advance constraint was first suggested by Clowcr (1967) and has
since proved to be useful for anal_yzing a number of issues in monetan theop. I_u~a> (19SO)
provides a good example of such a model.
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useful benchmark against which the results of this paper can be compared
since in Clower models hyperinflations cannot represent feasible equilibrium
price sequences. In such models the members of an infinitely lived family
maximize utility which is defined over a consumption stream - they are forced
to hold money because the technology is defined in such a way that money
must be used for all transactions. There is usually an exogenously defined
trading period and current period purchases are defined to be no greaiter than
the previous period’s accumulated money balances. In simple versions of this
model there is a unique equilibrium price sequence which is given by
P* = M/y

for all t,

01)

M here is the stationary money stock and y is the per period endowment. It
might be thought that non-stationary sequences are ruled out in this economy
by the discreteness of the trading period in much the same way as they are
ruled out in overlapping generations models by the discreteness of the good,
i.e., a discrete good imposes a minimum holding of real bialances in the Clower
rm el - agents must alwa.ys carry enough real balances to transact the income
of the following period.’ Hov7ever, this analogy is misleading. As a consequence of the exogenous nature of the trading period the demand for real
balances is independent of prices and depends only on the exogenous income
stream. It is this independence from prices which is crucial, not the length of
the trading period itself. There are versions of the overlapping generations
model for which no non-stationary equilibria exist even if the goods space is
continuous, e.g., if the utility function is logarithmic and the second period’s
endowment is zero then real money balances will always be a constant fraction
(of the first period’s endowment) which is independent of relative prices - the
only equilibrium in this case in which money has value is a stationary
equilibrium which is a direct a.nalogy to the Clower case which was discussed
above. The discrete state space rules out certain sequences through the
transversahty conditions and not through restrictions on preferences4
5. Conclusion
For purposes of analytical convenience economic theorists have usually
assumed that goods are perfectly divisible - this seemingly mnocuous assump‘Note hat this minimum is always. a binding constraint. Indeed as the length of the trading
to zero the demand for money approaches zero - this should not disturb us since one
presume that the fixed trading period is a convenient simplification which is itself based
e sorts of issues discussed in the voluminous literature on the bransactions demand for
kcrete state space formulation is not capable of ruhng out multiple stationary
can it rule out the sorts of cyclic non-stationary equilibria which are discussed in
) along which real balances remain bounded away from zero at all times.
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tion permits the use of the differential calculus in analyzing agents’ decision
problems and it is, therefore, an extremely useful simplification. However, this
assumption admits a class (If non-stationary price sequences as competitive
equilibria of an overlapping generations economy even though such sequences
would be inadmissable in a discrete analogue of the same model.
It has long been thought that hyperinflations should not be accepted as valid
equilibria in perfect foresight monetary models in which the nominal stock of
money is stationary - we simply do not observe economies which are characterized by s ch conditions. This paper has demonstrated that there are good
grounds for ignoring these equilibria since they will eventually violate the
obvious fact that output is not perfectly divisible.
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